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Chapter  5

INTRODUCTION

The major issues facing the world are mostly 
from the effect of human development activities. 
Economic instability, widespread social exclu-
sion and inequalities and global environmental 

degradation mean the world is fighting for a 
better quality of life for all present and future 
generations. In order to start facing up to these 
challenges, the global community has to realize 
that these problems are no longer specific to cer-
tain countries at a national level, but in fact, they 
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ABSTRACT

The relationship between Project Management (PM) and Sustainable Development (SD) is tested in this 
chapter through its application on the construction industry. When PM is embedded in construction 
projects, it has the capacity to be a significant leverage point of great influence, and it becomes one of the 
cornerstones for rethinking the relationships between PM, SD, and the Construction Industry. The work 
presented discusses the need for integrating sustainable development into project management processes 
to ensure a better outcome for the construction industry, which is directly related to the degradation of 
our quality of life on the economic, social, and environmental levels. The author explores the origins and 
philosophies behind sustainability, the core of project management processes, the strategic implications 
of the construction industry practices, and puts forward the “systems thinking and points of leverage” 
approach to facilitate an efficient environment of integration. Thinking and acting sustainably requires 
not only incremental change but also a revolution in approach, a shift of perspective; sustainable project 
management processes are possible to achieve.
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have now risen to a global scale. When tackling 
such huge issues, everyone has a significant role 
to play. Enhancing our quality of life will not be 
achieved unless the world’s communities rise to 
the challenge and contribute individually as well 
as collectively to a better quality of life, each 
within their field of expertise. Acknowledging 
that there are always better ways of practice, and 
that the wheel of development never stops, this 
thesis embarks on researching and studying the 
construction industry’s practices and indeed chal-
lenging the impacts of global development on our 
quality of life. The research tackles the need for 
changing the strategies, policies, and standards 
which normally control the practices and guide 
the projects from inception to completion (Eid, 
2009, pp.1-2).

Sustainable development is emerging as an 
important agenda for better practice in the con-
struction industry; an industry that in conjuction 
with the built environment—which constitutes 
more than one half of the real capital—they are 
the main consumers of resources in energy and 
materials (CIB, 1999). The relationship between 
construction and sustainability has created new 
performance agendas driven by sustainable con-
struction guidelines.

With projects increasing in complexity, needs 
and standards to be fulfilled, project management 
has grown to be an essential and vital tool for 
managing and delivering those projects, meeting 
if not exceeding expectations. This underpins the 
major contributions of project management to 
our quality of life which justifies its increasing 
recognition as a profession and practice. The work 
presented herein describes a suggested relation-
ship between sustainability, project management, 
and construction. The author puts forward a rich 
environment encircling this relationship based on 
fundamental criteria that embrace the opportuni-
ties for introducing “change”; this milieu is the 
systems thinking approach. This is implemented 
by identifying the places within this system 
(leverage points) where the earlier the change is 

introduced to its early fundamental stages, the 
better and more efficient is the impact expected 
to derive in terms of the overall performance of 
the system (Eid, 2009)1.

The research reported in this chapter examines 
the potential of a tri-dimensional integration to 
explore the way forward for construction, project 
management, and sustainable development to con-
tribute effectively to a better quality of life. This 
is investigated to unveil whether or not it would 
have fundamental impact on the three professions 
in general and in turn, enhance their contributions 
to people’s quality of life.

BACKGROUND: DEFINING 
THE THREE DIMENSIONS 
OF THE RELATIONSHIP AND 
THE ENCIRCLING MILIEU

Figure 1 represents the first part of the methodol-
ogy, the research uses a Venn diagram on three-sets 
to exhibit the existing and proposed relationships 
between the three dimensions of the relationship 
in question; the construction industry, sustainable 

Figure 1. Establishing the relationships between 
the four pillars of the research
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